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Introduction 

 Every nation requires a strong, self-sufficient domestic economy in order to have 

consistent growth and stability. This is not reconcilable with free trade. 

UK had the strongest sustained growth from 1945-72, but this was partly due to 

extensive state intervention and protectionism. Unemployment did not go above 1 

million until Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher destroyed the heavy and extractive 

industries of the country by sending them overseas. Since the, the country has gone 

through at least three serious recessions. UK was wealthy because it previously had 

protectionist measures put in place to stop the flight of capital. 

The United States, since the 90s, has repeated the mistakes of the empire that it 

declared independence from- with catastrophic consequences that all serious students 

of history and economics must learn from. 

Everyone is both right and wrong about free trade 

 Not enough people have critically and objectively really examined what free trade 

and free markets actually mean. 

 Neo-liberals believe that the “invisible hand” described by Adam Smith creates 

the best of all material standards of living through the market. Socialists believe that 

free markets and free trade have to be subjected to state-regulation. Conservatives are 

opposed to them on the grounds that they weaken national security and destabilize 

society. Nationalists believe the nation is a single living being with many moving parts 

and can only be brought to its full potential through strong state regulation of the 

domestic economy and external trade. Problem is, all of these people are selectively 

choosing what they like about free trade and discarding what they don’t like. 



Free markets are actually state regulated 

There is no such thing as a truly free market. Proponents of the free market are 

wrong when they say free markets work best without government interference. What 

they really mean is that they actually do want government interference, but primarily to 

stop monopoly. 

The free market isn’t a natural inclination. All markets have regulation in the 

form of guilds, unions, and governments. Stakeholders do their best to protect their 

interests against foreign competition. Protectionist behavior is natural. Once that person 

loses his job due to free trade, he can’t find an equivalent of better paying job due to 

structural unemployment. It’s worse today in many ways because technology has made 

it so that capital can be shipped overseas much easier than before. 

When a person or group has an excessive advantage over everyone else, there is 

often a revolt and the wealth is distributed around by ending monopolies, for example. 

It is done with the intention of benefiting a person or party. This contradicts the claim 

that free markets advocate the benefit of society as a whole. 

Think about this. The free market promises that society will be richer. He says 

society as a whole will be richer and to trust that promise. It does not promise that a 

person or group will be materially better off.  This absolves the government of any 

responsibility for the economy and not account for dishonesty from any individuals who 

are worse off. If society is richer as a whole, he can claim that he fulfilled his promise. 

Free market proponents oppose subsidies, quotas, embargoes, wage raises, and 

working hours. They complain about high taxation and public expenditure. But they are 

accepting of patents, copyright, and trademark and defend them as property in and of 

themselves and believe they encourage people to invent and invest.  They favor limited 

liability so that an individual shareholder doesn’t have to take full responsibility. 

Limited liability is when any losses that owners of a business firm suffer are limited to 



the amount of capital invested by them in the business and do not extend to their 

personal assets. The British industrial revolution ironically took place before limited 

liability was legally enforced in the Limited Companies Act of 1862. Patent rights were 

insecure and limited to the domestic market. 

The free market seen through the eyes of its proponents 

 Even if the vision of free markets as championed by its proponents is realized, we 

still have many factors stopping unrestricted competition in the domestic economy. We 

have taxes, interest rates, currency strength, exchange control, government spending, 

state subsidies, industry standards, public sector employment, transportation costs, 

public ownership, national defense, direct and indirect government intervention, 

copyright, trademarks, patents, working costs, trading laws, labor laws, wage rates, 

company laws, banking laws, welfare, physical infrastructure, foreign policy, education, 

and environment regulations. 

Can a free market proponent seriously argue that education or the physical 

infrastructure of a nation are attempts by the government to disrupt competition in a 

free market? What about taxes? Every state needs a tax revenue. How large should this 

revenue be and what should it be spent on? 

Free market proponents only want the government to intervene to stop 

monopolies and don’t want government to intervene in wages and prices set by the 

market. But even this does not happen only because of the market. They're influenced by 

welfare, taxes, and state interference in healthy, safety, employment laws, and business 

laws. Free market proponents do not believe in an objective standard as to what 

qualifies as a free market. It’s subjective. 

Monopoly is the natural result of a free market 

An even greater irony is that the free market’s ultimate, inevitable conclusion is a 

monopoly. Competition weeds out the number of competitors through success, failure, 



and takeover of a weaker company by a stronger one. In some sectors, a person does not 

need a large investment to enter and most people can enter it. But in say, the auto 

industry, it is nearly impossible for one individual or a group of private investors to 

enter because there are few companies dominating that market. Many car companies 

are also subsidized and protected by government. 

Free Trade and International Trade 

 Free trade is not limited to international trade. In the US alone, there are 

differences at the localities within a state. 

The goal of the free trader is a single world market. This is delusion. The criteria 

to qualify as free trade are not identical with the criteria for a free market. Laws against 

monopoly are useless in international trade because a country may or may not supply 

goods to other countries and a country with a monopoly of a good or service can be 

coerced into supplying it against its will by threat of force. 

 In past times, economists argued that embargoes, quotas, tariffs, and navigation 

laws constituted free trade. Today, it is much more complex. What about welfare and 

labor regulations? What about a country’s preference for goods produced domestically 

regardless of price or quality? Should a country be forced to take the cheapest of a 

particular equivalent good or service, against the wishes of the people in the country? 

 What about immigration? Does free trade require people to move as freely as 

goods and services do? If a society decides that moving people across borders as freely 

as capital is moved across borders is more beneficial than harmful, it is rational. People 

can decide to have a certain level of taxation and welfare. Likewise, it does not make 

sense for countries to not restrict immigration. Allowing immigrants to reduce wages or 

exporting jobs to gain access to cheaper labor overseas means treating people as mere 

factors of production. This is incompatible with democracy. 



 Free trade cannot mean that countries can trade with one another without formal 

barriers such as tariffs and quotas. Wage rates, industry standards, size of the industry, 

fiscal policies, and other factors have to be accounted for. All of these things are under 

the control of private and government interest. 

 So, do we raise people to the same economic condition? The EU tries to do just 

that. But this is impossible. The Euro is a disaster. There is no economic uniformity 

within the EU between private sectors of individual members or between the nations 

themselves despite treaties after treaties regulating each member state. 

 Comparative advantage is the linchpin holding together the argument of the free 

trade argument. The idea that every country concentrating on making what it is best at 

improves global productivity is dubious. It ignores aspects of society that doesn’t fit into 

this narrow view of economic relationships and assumes that this advantage lasts. 

Has free trade ever been successfully practiced 

 From 1860-1914, the British had the best model of what could be free trade. 

From 1840-70, British markets opened to other markets and the size of the British 

government was small enough that changes in government spending and taxation did 

not have huge effects. Britain’s industrial capability and ability to transport goods 

overseas long distance were superior to those of the US and the rest of Europe. This was 

why it could engage in “free trade”. 

 When transportation became easier in cheaper in the form of railways, this had a 

huge impact on continental Europe and the US. Manufactured good, food, and raw 

material could now move around the world much quicker. This threatened British 

economic dominance, but Britain didn’t guard its own markets and withdraw into 

protectionism, which was what allowed it to become powerful. This resulted in the end 

of British industrial dominance. But even then, government contracts usually went to 

British companies and British people were more patriotic. There was no other outside 



body such as the WTO or EU to distort the domestic economy. It also preferred trade 

within its own colonial empire rather than to other competing European empires at the 

time or even the USA. 

Free Trade Today 

 Consider how risky free trade was for the British Empire in the 19 th century. How 

much riskier is it today? 

Transportation, even after railways and steamships, was slow and expensive 

compared to now. The electrical telegraph was ahead of its time. The world could not 

engage in international trade on its own terms because many countries were still 

colonies. Today, physical transportation is fast and cheap. We have internet. 

But the biggest danger of all is that free trade proponents have deluded 

themselves into thinking that each nation should concentrate on making products which 

are most profitable, even in sectors of the economy that should not be opened up to 

foreign competition. The military industry is a good example. 

In a world where there are no tariffs and quotas or embargoes. All restraints on 

trade are removed. No government subsidized employment. Market labor rates, 

transport costs, and the cost of nonproductive public works are all that are left to 

differentiate each country. What then? 

This means the native population would find it impossible to live because almost 

everything is made overseas in countries where laborers work for far less money to 

produce the goods and services. They can try to find other employment, but this does 

not change the fact that their countries are at the mercy of foreigners who now produce 

all their goods and services. 

Free trade does not deliver 



 Free trade proponents argue that prosperity comes about through increased 

global trade. Even there is more global productivity, this doesn’t mean that better results 

can’t necessarily be achieved by other means. Industrialized countries got that way 

because they protected their domestic economies, as history proves. 

 Yes, all companies have to compete. But companies that succeed continue to 

provide employment at similar rates of pay. Countries that cannot do so are replaced by 

others in the domestic market. In free trade, there are no replacement jobs within a 

country’s domestic economy in a free trade because a competitor is overseas. 

 Britain had the Navigation Acts of 1651 before becoming a free trader. It was a 

free trader at a time when it was the most powerful industrial nation and exports were 

guaranteed to sell in foreign markets. Now, there are many industrialized non-Western 

nations such as China that can produce more goods at a cheaper price, meaning that it 

Western nations should be more protectionist. Until World War II, Britain had 

historically high unemployment. But it recovered faster than most of the world did 

because it kept some protectionist measures in place. It learned from its mistakes that 

exporting capital overseas resulted in underinvestment in its domestic economy and 

foreigners taking advantage. 

 The benefits of free trade are not uniform. Politicians are not going to commit 

career suicide by admitting that under free trade, many will be poorer so that future 

generations will be made richer. But that is the truth. Domestic workforce will be 

competing with workers all over the world. Companies will ship overseas, t aking jobs 

with them, and resulting in the domestic workforce being forced to take low-paying jobs 

and even illegal work. 

Are society and people today really materially wealthier than before? 

 This is difficult to answer decisively because we don’t know what the world would 

be like if all countries kept a policy of strict protectionism. 



Yes, economics books will point out that real wages have risen. But the 

quantitative methods for measuring the rising wages change. Retail Price Index 

regularly changes its weighing methods and fail to show housing costs accurately. 

 Yes, there has been a large advancement in material wealth over the last 200 

years. But we can also argue that by the 1960s, Western nations had a generous welfare 

state, affordable higher education, low unemployment, low inflation, and affordable 

housing. Today, housing and higher education in countries like the US are unaffordable. 

The state pension is reduced because there are more people collecting benefits than 

there are taxpayers paying into the system. 

 We have to account for other changes such as increased commute times as well as 

the number of people commuting long distances, which hurts the income of people who 

commute long distances. It is harder for a single parent to support a family on his 

income alone. More people are taxed because more people qualify for taxes in the form 

of income tax, national insurance, and inheritance duty. 

 Yes, people own more consumer items than before. But at the same time, the cost 

of housing and the number of people commuting long distance has gone up compared to 

the pre-industrial days. 

 Lastly, there is another serious objection to the notion that people are materially 

better off than before. It’s digital technology. 

The Tyranny of Technology 

 Because technology is so widespread, it creates pressure on everyone to have a 

personal computer, email, or a cellphone, even if they do not want them. Businesses and 

governments cannot do without them. This unspoken tyranny is forcing people to 

increasingly buy newer, more improved gadgets that will gradually wear out over time. 

Relativity of poverty, wealth, and power 



 Even if many or even all people are materially wealthier now due to free trade, 

this does not mean that their general situation has improved. 

 Wealth advantages people because they have greater purchasing power. The poor 

are disadvantaged because they cannot buy what they need and are subjected to those 

who can buy the things they need and more. One can argue that a society that is 

materially poorer are happier and freer in some ways that a wealthier society that has 

huge difference in wealth between classes. 

 In the UK, a Royal Commission studied economic data in 1976-79 found that the 

top 1% of the population owned a quarter of all the wealth in the society and the bottom 

80% had just 23%. The Inland Revenue in 2002 found that the top1% owned 23% 

national wealth and the bottom 50% owned just 6%. If not for the fact that home 

ownership went up between 1976-2002 in the UK, the inequality would be greater. The 

Office of National Statistics in 2005 found that there was little upward mobility in UK 

for the last 30 years from 1971-2001. 

A weakened sense of community 

 Most humans don’t like it when their lives are filled with too much uncertainty. 

This harms both an individual and the collective community’s morale since both lose 

confidence in the future. A 2005 study from Cardiff University Department of 

Psychology led by Professor Aylward Mansel stated that, ironically, Americans were 

happier in the 1930s Great Depression because of the simple fact that the working-class 

Americans lived in tight-knit communities who supported one another. They were not 

isolated like many people are today. There is also a matter of national pride. If a citizen 

sees that most of the things made or owned in his country are from his own country, he 

feels greater confidence in the self-sufficiency of his people. If goods and services are 

from foreigners, he may feel inferior, which is how countries are conquered. 

Free trade is a danger to democracy 



 Free trade is not compatible with democracy because a political party cannot 

stand and run on a platform that promises to impose state intervention in the form of 

nationalization, trade restrictions, embargoes, or subsidies of certain industries. Any 

person or a party that wanted to do these things can withdraw from treaties such as how 

President Donald Trump withdrew from the TPP. But this becomes harder when the 

treaties go beyond trade and are a matter of international affairs such as the various 

treaties within the European Union. 

Free trade kills competition in the long run 

 Unrestricted trade ironically kills competition. There are fewer family farms and 

family-owned small businesses whereas chains and supermarkets and corporate brands 

have increasingly dominated. Transnational companies own much of the market in both 

first and third world countries. 

 Companies seek to bypass their own country’s laws by relocating their factors of 

production to third world nations in Asia, Africa, or Latin America where there are less 

stringent labor laws and wages that are a fraction of those paid in first world nations. 

This has resulted in the loss of highly skilled IT jobs and at the same time, increased the 

foreign ownership of industries within first world nations. 

 The Western world has welcomed huge numbers of unskilled migrants after the 

1965 Immigration Act by President LBJ. All this has reduced formerly powerful 

Western nations into helpless dependents on the imports of vital goods and services 

made overseas and a loss of sovereignty over their own borders. 

 The hardest hit are the poor and unskilled First World nations, since the bottom 

rung of the ladder of economic mobility are knocked off due to offshoring. There are less 

jobs, less pay, and more competition from both their own countrymen as well as 

immigrants competing for fewer jobs. Mass immigration and job offshoring as stolen the 

livelihoods and dreams of millions in the West. A country with a strict immigrant policy 



and does not export its factors of production overseas will see higher wages than a 

country that is lax because there are not as many people competing for jobs that will not 

be offshored. 

Why the political elite in the Wests favor free markets and free trade 

 A government responsible to its citizens cannot easily say and do things that 

harm the interests of its own citizens. But international treaties take the matter out of 

the hands of the government and gives them an excuse to shirk responsibility. 

The cure to globalism 

 The only alternative to globalism is to be protectionist . Guard the domestic 

market so that international trade can be maintained while still retaining self-sufficiency 

to survive sanctions from stronger nations. The defense industry should never be 

offshored. Energy industry should also be domestic because if it fails, the society stops 

functioning. Or a country that supplies the energy can decide to cut it off like how Russia 

can turn off the gas pipes supplying continental Europe. Essential materials such as 

precious metals or minerals should stockpiled sufficiently to last five years at minimum. 

A country should aim to be agriculturally self-sufficient as possible. Three quarters of 

the market in every other important industry such as steel, chemical, biotech, computer, 

robotics, auto, shipping, aerospace, clothing, construction, and machines should be 

domestic. At least a quarter of all goods that are nonessential should be made 

domestically. These measures put into place will allow a nation self-sufficiency to defend 

its sovereignty in military provocations or economic sanctions from hostile actors while 

still engaging in trade with other nation-states. 

 As I stated in the previous essay from two weeks ago, much of what is taught in 

Western education about business and economics on this subject is willful deception 

aimed to dumb down people into not noticing the wholesale theft of their future. 
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